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1.1 Colloidal Nanocrystal (NC) QDs
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1.1.1 Quantum Confinement Effects
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1.3.2 QD-based Solar Cells
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1.3.3 Challenges Facing QD-based Devices
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Chapter 2 Synthesis of CdSe QDs with strain
compensated multishell for high-efficiency light
emission
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2.1Synthesis of CdSe QDs with strain compensated multishell
2.1.1 Synthesis of CdSe core QDs
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2.1.2 Growth of core/shell (CS) QDs
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2.2 Demonstration of High-Efficiency LEDs based on strain-
compensated QDs
2.2.1 Structure Optimization
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2.2.2 Fabrication and Characterization of CSS QD-LEDs
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Fig. 2.15 ( 
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Fig. 2.16 ( 
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Chapter 3 Synthesis of CdSe Quantum-Dot
Quantum-Well nanocrystals for blue light emission
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3.1 Synthesis and Characterization of CdSe Quantum-Dot
Quantum-Well (QDQW) nanocrystals (NCs)
3.1.1 Synthesis of CdS core QDs
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3.1.2 Growth of QDQW structure
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3.2 Demonstration of Blue–Emitting QDQW-LEDs
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Chapter 4 Conclusions and FutureWork
4.1 Conclusions
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4.2 Future Work
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A.1 Synthesis of CdSe/ZnS Core/Shell Quantum Dots with 6
MLs of ZnS Shell
A.1.1 Preparation of the Precursor Solution for the SILAR
Method
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A.1.2 Calculations of the Amount of Precursor Solutions for
Shell Growth
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The size of CdSe core: )2X 6%91  D2 X 8%<6 
The molar quantity of CdSe core QDs: 8 X
The average thickness of one monolayer of ZnS (d):  X 2%<8 
The amount of Zn and S precursor of the first layer ZnS (1 ML):
& "	 	   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8 X 1]D8<D2<,<
D2 X 8%<6  D8 X 8%<6Z2%<8X8%9< 
62
8 X 1R<%81R8%9<<8%<6<,<X5%426 <X5%426R826: <
&  	  + )X1%88R82< ' ,<
&  	   > 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 	    	, -)+ X,>%.%
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 X H%:19R82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6X,>%.%X <%1H1R826< ' / H%:19R82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78X 8R829 	 R 9%26R826< -),	 R <%454R82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1 	
X 0.216 mmol
2ML ZnS: 76X78R6,8X2%89<R8%H1<8%9<<, 8%9<<8%<6< X0.308 mmol
3ML ZnS: 7<X78R<,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8%H1<, 8%9<<8%<6< X0.424 mmol
4ML ZnS: 71X78R1,8X2%89<R6%49<6%64<, 8%9<<8%<6< X0.558 mmol
5ML ZnS: 74X78R4,8X2%89<R6%5:<6%49<, 8%9<<8%<6< X0.711 mmol
5ML ZnS: 79X78R9,8X2%89<R<%85<6%5:<, 8%9<<8%<6< X0.882 mmol
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A.1.3 Synthesis of CdSe/ZnS Core/Shell QDs Using the
SILAR Method
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A.2 Characterization of Quantum Yields of Colloidal
Quantum Dots
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